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Mixtures of Experts Models∗

Isobel Claire Gormley†and Sylvia Frühwirth-Schnatter ‡

Abstract

Mixtures of experts models provide a framework in which covariates may be in-
cluded in mixture models. This is achieved by modelling the parameters of the mix-
ture model as functions of the concomitant covariates. Given their mixture model
foundation, mixtures of experts models possess a diverse range of analytic uses, from
clustering observations to capturing parameter heterogeneity in cross-sectional data.
This chapter focuses on delineating the mixture of experts modelling framework and
demonstrates the utility and flexibility of mixtures of experts models as an analytic
tool.

1 Introduction
The terminology mixtures of experts models encapsulates a broad class of mixture models
in which the model parameters are modelled as functions of concomitant covariates. While
the response variable y is modelled via a mixture model, model parameters are modelled as
functions of other, related, covariates x from the context under study.

The mixture of experts nomenclature (ME) has its origins in the machine-learning lit-
erature (Jacobs et al. , 1991), but mixtures of experts models appear in many different
guises, including switching regression models (Quandt, 1972), concomitant variable latent-
class models (Dayton & Macready, 1988), latent class regression models (DeSarbo & Cron,
1988), and mixed models (Wang et al. , 1996). Li et al. (2011) discuss finite smooth mixtures,
a special case of ME modelling. McLachlan & Peel (2000) and Frühwirth-Schnatter (2006)
provide background to a range of mixtures of experts models; Masoudnia & Ebrahimpour
(2014) survey the ME literature from a machine learning perspective.

The mixture of experts framework facilitates flexible modelling, allowing a wide range of
application. ME models for rank data (Gormley & Murphy, 2008b, 2010a), ME models for
network data (Gormley & Murphy, 2010b), for time series data (Waterhouse et al. , 1996;
Huerta et al. , 2003; Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. , 2012), for non-normal data (Villani et al.
, 2009; Chamroukhi, 2015) and for longitudinal data (Tang & Qu, 2015), among others,
have been developed. Peng et al. (1996) employed a hierarchical mixture of experts model
in a speech recognition context. The general ME framework has also been incorporated
in the mixed membership model setting, giving rise to a mixed membership of experts
model (White & Murphy, 2016), and into the infinite mixture model setting (Rasmussen &
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Ghahramani, 2002). Cluster weighted models (Ingrassia et al. , 2015; Subedi et al. , 2013;
Gershenfeld, 1997) are also closely related to ME models.

This chapter introduces the generic mixture of experts framework, in Section 2, and
describes approaches to inference for ME models in Section 3. A broad range of illustrative
data analyses are given in Section 4, and an overview of existing softwares which fit ME
models is provided. Section 5 discusses identifiability issues for mixtures of experts models.
The chapter concludes with some discussion of the benefits and issues of the ME framework,
and of some areas ripe for future development.

2 The Mixture of Experts Framework
Any mixture model which incorporates covariates or concomitant variables falls within the
mixture of experts framework.

2.1 A mixture of experts model
Let y1, . . . , yn be an independent and identically distributed sample of outcome variables
from a population modelled by a G component finite mixture model. Depending on the
application context, the outcome variable can be univariate or multivariate, discrete or con-
tinuous, or of a more general structure such as time series or network data. Each component
g (for g = 1, . . . , G) is modelled by the probability density function fg(·|θg) with parameters
denoted by θg, and has weight ηg where ∑G

g=1 ηg = 1. Observation yi (i = 1, . . . , n) has
q associated covariates, which are denoted xi. The ME model extends the standard finite
mixture model introduced in Chapter 1 of this volume by allowing model parameters to be
functions of the concomitant variables xi:

p(yi|xi) =
G∑
g=1

ηg(xi)fg(yi|θg(xi)). (1)

ME models can be considered as a member of the class of conditional mixture models
(Bishop, 2006); for a given set of covariates xi, the distribution of yi is a finite mixture
model. Jacobs et al. (1991) consider the component densities fg(yi|θg(xi)) as the experts,
which model different parts of the input space, and the component weights ηg(xi) as the
gating networks, hence the mixture of experts terminology.

The models for ηg(xi) and for θg(xi) in (1) vary and are typically application specific. For
example, Jacobs et al. (1991) model the component weights using a multinomial logit (MNL)
regression model, and the component densities using generalized linear models. Young &
Hunter (2010) provide further flexibility by allowing the mixing proportions to be modelled
nonparametrically, as a function of the covariates.

2.2 An illustration
A simple simulated data set is employed here to introduce the mixture of experts framework.
Figure 1 shows n = 200 two-dimensional continuously valued observations, y1, . . . , yn, sim-
ulated from an ME model with G = 2 components. A single (q = 1) categorical covariate xi
is associated with each observation representing, for example, gender where level 0 denotes
female. Interest lies in clustering the observations and exploring any relations between the
resulting clusters and the associated covariate.
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Figure 1: A two-dimensional simulated data set, from a G = 2 ME model. Black observations
belong to cluster 1, and grey to cluster 2, based on the MAP clustering from fitting a G = 2
mixture of bivariate Gaussian distributions.

Table 1: Cross tabulation of MAP cluster memberships and the gender covariate for the
simulated data of Figure 1

Female Male
Cluster 1 75 17
Cluster 2 23 85

It is common that a clustering method is implemented on the outcome variables of in-
terest, y1, . . . , yn, without reference to the covariate information. Once a clustering has been
produced, the user typically probes the clusters to investigate their structure. Interpreta-
tions of the clusters are produced with reference to values of the model parameters within
each cluster and with reference to the covariates that were not used in the construction of
the clusters. Therefore, a natural approach to modelling the data in Figure 1 is to cluster
them by fitting a two component mixture of bivariate Gaussian distributions to y1, . . . , yn.
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) cluster membership of each observation resulting from
fitting such a model is also illustrated in Figure 1.

A cross tabulation of the MAP cluster memberships and the gender covariate is given
in Table 1. It is clear that females have a strong presence in cluster 1, and males in cluster
2. However, the mixture of Gaussians model fitted does not incorporate or quantify this
relationship or its associated uncertainty. It is in such a setting that an ME model is useful.

The model from which the data in Figure 1 are simulated is an ME model where
fg(yi|θg) = φ(yi|µg,Σg) is the density of a bivariate Normal distribution and in which the
component weights arise from a multinomial logit model with G categories with gender as
covariate xi, i.e.

log
[
ηg(xi)
η1(xi)

]
= γg0 + γg1xi, (2)

where cluster 1 is the baseline cluster with γ1 = (γ10, γ11)> = (0, 0)>, and g = 2, . . . , G.
In our example, where G = 2, model (2) reduces to a binary logit model. The parameter
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γg1 (and its associated uncertainty) quantifies the relationship between the gender covariate
and membership of cluster g, with γg1 = 0 corresponding to independence between cluster
membership and the gender covariate. Note that such a model easily extends to q > 1
covariates xi = (xi1, . . . , xiq) with associated parameter γg = (γg0, . . . , γgq)> for cluster g.

Fitting such an ME model to the simulated data results in a MAP clustering unchanged
from that reported in Table 1 and gives the maximum likelihood estimate γ̂21 = 2.79, with
standard error 0.36. (Details of the maximum likelihood estimation process and standard
error derivation follow in Section 3.1.) Thus, the odds of a male belonging to cluster 2 are
exp(2.79) ≈ 16 times greater than the odds of a female belonging to cluster 2. Thus the ME
model has clustering capabilities and provides insight into the type of observation which
characterises each cluster.

2.3 The suite of ME models
The ME model outlined in Section 2.2 involves modelling the component weights as a func-
tion of covariates. This is one model type (termed a simple mixture of experts model) from
the ME framework. Figure 2 shows a graphical model representation of the suite of four mod-
els in the ME framework, based on a latent variable representation of the mixture model
(1), involving the latent cluster membership of each observation, denoted zi, where zi = g
if observation yi belongs to cluster g. The indicator variable zi therefore has a multinomial
distribution with a single trial and probabilities equal to ηg(xi) for g = 1, . . . , G and the
latent variable representation reads:

yi|xi, zi = g ∼ fg(yi|θg(xi)), P(zi = g|xi) = ηg(xi). (3)

This suite of models ranges from a standard mixture of experts regression model (in which
all model parameters are functions of covariates) to the special cases where some of the
model parameters do not depend on covariates. The four models in the ME framework have
the following interpretations, see also Figure 2:

(a) Mixture models, where the outcome variable distribution depends on the latent cluster
membership, denoted z. The model is independent of the covariates x; i.e. p(yi, zi|xi) =
fzi

(yi|θzi
)ηzi

.

(b) Mixtures of regression models, where the outcome variable distribution depends on both
the covariates x and the latent cluster membership variable z; the distribution of the
latent variable is independent of the covariates; i.e. p(yi, zi|xi) = fzi

(yi|θzi
(xi))ηzi

.

(c) Simple mixtures of experts models, where the outcome variable distribution depends on
the latent cluster membership variable z and the distribution of the latent variable z
depends on the covariates x; i.e. p(yi, zi|xi) = fzi

(yi|θzi
)ηzi

(xi).

(d) Standard mixtures of experts regression models, where the outcome variable distribution
depends on both the covariates x and on the latent cluster membership variable z.
Additionally the distribution of the latent variable z depends on the covariates x; i.e.
p(yi, zi|xi) = fzi

(yi|θzi
(xi))ηzi

(xi).

The manner in which the different models within the ME framework depend on the covariates
is typically application specific. The component weights are usually modelled using a MNL
model, but this need not be the case; Geweke & Keane (2007) employ a model similar to
an ME model, where the component weights have a multinomial probit structure. The form
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Figure 2: The graphical model representation of mixtures of experts models. The differences
between the four special cases are due to the presence or absence of edges between the
covariates x and the latent variable z and response variable y. For model (a) p(y, z|x) =
p(y|z)p(z), for model (b) p(y, z|x) = p(y|x, z)p(z), for model (c) p(y, z|x) = p(y|z)p(z|x),
whereas for model (d) p(y, z|x) = p(y|x, z)p(z|x).

of the distribution fg(yi|θg(xi)) depends on the type of outcome data under study. The
applications of the ME framework outlined in Section 4 include cases where the outcome
data range from a categorical time series, to rank data, to network data.

3 Statistical Inference for Mixtures of Experts Models
Before illustrating the breadth of the ME framework through illustrative applications in
Section 4, the issue of inference for ME models is addressed. For any ME model that is
underpinned by a finite mixture model, the approaches to inference outlined in Chapter 2
and Chapter 5 in this volume are applicable. Jacobs et al. (1991) and Jordan & Jacobs
(1994) derive maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) for ME models via the expectation-
maximisation (EM) algorithm; Gormley & Murphy (2008a) employ the closely related
expectation-minorisation-maximisation (EMM) algorithm. Estimation of the ME model
within the Bayesian framework is detailed, among others, in Peng et al. (1996), Frühwirth-
Schnatter & Kaufmann (2008), Villani et al. (2009), Gormley & Murphy (2010a) and in
Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. (2012) in which Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (Tanner,
1996) are used; Bishop & Svenskn (2003) use variational methods in the Bayesian paradigm
to perform inference for a hierarchical mixture of experts model. Hunter & Young (2012)
present an algorithm for parameter estimation in a semiparametric mixtures of regressions
model setting.

In this section, a general overview of approaches to inference in the ME framework is
provided. Throughout the section, y = (y1, . . . , yn) will denote the collection of outcome
variables and x = (x1, . . . , xn) the associated covariates. The latent cluster membership
indicators introduced in (3) are denoted by z = (z1, . . . , zn), whereas θ = {θ1, . . . , θG} refers
to the collection of the G component parameters and γ = {γ2, . . . , γG} to the unknown
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parameters in the G component weights.
The exact manner in which an ME model is estimated again depends on the nature of the

ME model and the outcome variable. The simple simulated data example of Section 2.2 is
used here to delineate approaches to inference; more detailed application specific estimation
approaches are outlined in Section 4.

3.1 Maximum likelihood estimation
The EM algorithm (Dempster et al. , 1977) provides an efficient approach to deriving MLEs
in ME models. The EM algorithm is most commonly known as a technique to produce MLEs
in settings where the data under study are incomplete or when optimisation of the likelihood
would be simplified if an additional set of variables were known. The iterative EM algorithm
consists of an expectation (E) step followed by a maximisation (M) step. Generally, during
the E step the conditional expectation of the complete (i.e. observed and unobserved) data
log likelihood is computed, given the data and current parameter values. In the M step the
expected log likelihood is maximised with respect to the model parameters. The imputation
of latent variables often makes maximisation of the expected log likelihood more feasible.
The parameter estimates produced in the M step are then used in a new E step and the
cycle continues until convergence. The parameter estimates produced on convergence are
estimates that achieve a stationary point of the likelihood function of the data, which is at
least a local maximum but may be a saddle point.

The component weights of the simple mixture of experts model outlined in Section 2.2
are given by

ηg(xi|γ) = exp (x̃iγg) /
G∑

g′=1
exp (x̃iγg′) (4)

where x̃i = (1, xi) and γg = (γg0, γg1)>. Note that this is a special case of the multinomial
logit model. For the Normal distribution θg = {µg,Σg} and the likelihood function of the
simple mixture of experts model is

L(γ, θ;G) = p(y|x, γ, θ) =
n∏
i=1

G∑
g=1

ηg(xi|γ)φ(yi|µg,Σg),

where φ(yi|µg,Σg) is the pdf of the d-variate Normal distribution and d = dim(yi). It is
difficult to directly obtain MLEs from this likelihood. To alleviate this, the data are aug-
mented by imputing for each observation yi, i = 1, . . . , n, the latent group membership
indicator zi. For the EM algorithm, this latent variable is represented through G binary
variables (zi1, . . . , ziG) where zig = I(zi = g) takes the value 1 if observation yi is a member
of component g and the value 0 otherwise. This provides the complete data likelihood

Lc(γ, θ, z;G) = p(y, z|x, γ, θ) =
n∏
i=1

G∏
g=1
{ηg(xi|γ)φ(yi|µg,Σg)}zig , (5)

the expectation of (the log of) which is obtained in the E step of the EM algorithm. As
the complete data log likelihood is linear in the latent variable, the E step simply consists
of replacing for each i = 1, . . . , n the missing data zi with their expected values ẑi. In the
M step the complete data log likelihood, computed with the estimates ẑ = (ẑ1, . . . , ẑn), is
maximised to provide estimates of the component weight parameters γ̂ and the component
parameters θ̂.
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Algorithm 1 EM algorithm for a simple Gaussian mixture of experts model
Let s = 0. Choose initial estimates for the component weight parameters
γ(0) = (0, γ(0)

2 , . . . , γ
(0)
G ) and for the component parameters µ(0)

g and Σ(0)
g for g =

1, . . . , G.
1 E step: for i = 1, . . . , n and g = 1, . . . , G compute the estimates:

z
(s+1)
ig = η(s)

g (xi|γ(s))φ(yi|µ(s)
g ,Σ(s)

g )/
G∑

g′=1
η

(s)
g′ (xi|γ(s))φ(yi|µ(s)

g′ ,Σ(s)
g′ ).

2 M step: Substituting the z(s+1)
ig values obtained in the E step into the log of the complete

data likelihood (5) forms the so called ‘Q function’

Q =
n∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

z
(s+1)
ig

x̃iγg − log


G∑

g′=1
exp(x̃iγg′)


−d/2 log(2π)− 1/2 log |Σg| − 1/2(yi − µg)>Σ−1

g (yi − µg)


with d = dim(yi), which is maximised with respect to the model parameters.

(a) The updates of the g = 1, . . . , G component means and covariances are, respectively:

µ(s+1)
g =

n∑
i=1

z
(s+1)
ig yi/

n∑
i=1

z
(s+1)
ig

Σ(s+1)
g =

n∑
i=1

z
(s+1)
ig (yi − µ(s+1)

g )(yi − µ(s+1)
g )>/

n∑
i=1

z
(s+1)
ig .

(b) The update for the component weight parameters is obtained via a numerical opti-
misation step, such as a Newton-Raphson step, where for g = 2, . . . , G

γ(s+1)
g = γ(s)

g − (H(γ(s)
g ))−1Q

′(γ(s)
g )

and Q
′ and H denote the first and second derivatives of Q with respect to γg

respectively. Note that this M step is equivalent to fitting a generalised linear model
with weights provided by the E step.

3 If converged, stop. Otherwise, increment s and return to Step 1.

The EM algorithm for fitting ME models is straightforward in principle, but the M step
is often difficult in practice. This is usually due to a complex component density and/or
component weights model, or a large parameter set. A modified version of the EM algorithm,
the Expectation and Conditional Maximisation (ECM) algorithm (Meng & Rubin, 1993) is
therefore often employed. In the ECM algorithm, the M step consists of a series of conditional
maximisation steps. In the context of the simple mixture of experts example considered
here, these maximisations are not straightforward with regard to the γ parameters; as in
any MNL model, no closed form expression for the parameter MLEs is available. Thus,
while the conditional M steps for µg and Σg ∀g = 1, . . . , G are available in closed form,
the conditional M step for γ requires the use of a numerical optimisation technique, or
as in Gormley & Murphy (2008b) the MM algorithm (Hunter & Lange, 2004) in which a
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minorising function is iteratively maximised and updated. In summary, to fit the simple
mixture of experts example outlined in Section 2.2 the EM algorithm proceeds as described
in Algorithm 1. In the simulated data example, d = 2.

McLachlan & Peel (2000) outline a number of approaches to assessing convergence in
Step 3; typically it is assessed by tracking the change in the log likelihood as the algorithm
proceeds. Standard errors of the resulting parameter estimates are not automatically pro-
duced by the EM algorithm, but they can be approximately computed after convergence,
for example, by computing and inverting the observed information matrix (McLachlan &
Peel, 2000). For a detailed discussion of EM algorithms in a mixture context see Chapter 2
and 3 of this volume.

3.2 Bayesian estimation
Estimation of ME models can be achieved within the Bayesian paradigm, either using a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm or via a variational approach. The reader
is directed to Bishop & Svenskn (2003) for details on the variational approach; this section
focuses on inference using MCMC methods. Both the Gibbs sampler (Geman & Geman,
1984) and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Chib & Greenberg, 1995; Metropolis et al. ,
1953) are typically required. Again, the specific MCMC algorithm, and the form of the prior
distributions, depend on the nature of the ME model under study and on the type of the
response data. As is standard in Bayesian estimation of mixture models (Diebolt & Robert,
1994; Hurn et al. , 2003) fitting ME models is greatly simplified by augmenting the observed
data with the latent group indicator variable zi for each observation yi.

Performing inference on the illustrative simple mixture of experts model of Section 2.2
is again straightforward in principle, but can be difficult in practice. To begin, priors for
the model parameters µg, Σg for g = 1, . . . , G and γg (g = 2, . . . , G) require specification.
Positing a conditional d-variate normal prior N (µ0,Λ0) on the group means µg, and an
inverse Wishart prior IW(ν0, S0) on the group covariances Σg provides conjugacy for these
parameters (Hoff, 2009). The full conditional distributions for these parameters are therefore
available in closed form, and thus Gibbs sampling can be used to draw samples.

A (q + 1)-variate normalN (µγ,Λγ) is an intuitive prior for the component weight param-
eters γg, but it is non-conjugate. Hence the full conditional distribution is not available in
closed form and a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) step can be applied to sample the component
weight parameters. One sweep of such a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler required to fit the
simple mixture of experts model of Section 2.2 in a Bayesian framework is outlined below.
Note that the full conditional distribution of the latent indicator variable zi for i = 1, . . . , n
is also available in closed form and thus a Gibbs step is available, see Algorithm 2.

Sampling the component weight parameters in Step 4 through a MH-algorithm brings
issues such as choosing suitable proposal distributions q(γ∗g |γg, γ−g) and tuning parameters,
which may make fitting ME models troublesome. Gormley & Murphy (2010b) detail an
approach to deriving proposal distributions with attractive properties, within the context of
an ME model for network data.

Alternatively, Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. (2012) exploit data augmentation of the MNL
model (4) based on the differenced random utility model representation in the context of
ME models to implement Step 4. As shown by Frühwirth-Schnatter & Frühwirth (2010), for
each g = 1, . . . , G the MNL model has the following representation as a binary logit model
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Algorithm 2 MH-within-Gibbs MCMC inference for a simple Gaussian mixture of experts
model
Iterate the following steps for m = 1, . . . ,M :
1 For g = 1, . . . , G, draw µg from the d-variate normal posterior N (µng,Λng) where

Λng = (Λ−1
0 + ngΣ−1

g )−1 and µng = Λng(Λ−1
0 µ0 + Σ−1

g ngȳg) and ng = ∑n
i=1 I(zi = g) and

ngȳg = ∑n
i=1 yiI(zi = g).

2 For g = 1, . . . , G, draw Σg from IW(νng, Sng) where νng = ν0 + ng and Sng = S0 +∑n
i=1 I(zi = g)(yi − µg)(yi − µg)>.

3 For i = 1, . . . , n draw zi from a multinomial distribution M(1, pi1, . . . , piG) with success
probabilities (pi1, . . . , piG) where

pig = ηg(xi|γ)φ(yi|µg,Σg)/
G∑

g′=1
ηg′(xi|γ)φ(yi|µg′ ,Σg′).

4 For g = 2, . . . , G, the component weight parameters γg are updated via a Metropolis-
Hastings step, while holding the remaining component weight parameters γ−g fixed. Typ-
ically, a multivariate normal proposal distribution q(γ∗g |γg, γ−g) is employed:

(a) Propose γ∗g ∼ N (µ̃γ, Λ̃γ) from a (q + 1)-variate Normal distribution where µ̃γ and
Λ̃γ are user specified and might depend on the current value of γ.

(b) If U ∼ U [0, 1] is such that

U ≤ min
{
p(z|γ∗g , γ−g,x)p(γ∗g)q(γg | γ∗g , γ−g)
p(z|γg, γ−g,x)p(γg)q(γ∗g | γg, γ−g)

, 1
}
,

then set γg = γ∗g ; otherwise leave γg unchanged.

conditional on knowing λhi = exp (x̃iγh) for all h 6= g:

ugi = x̃iγg − log(
∑
h6=g

λhi) + εgi, (6)

Dg
i = I(ugi ≥ 0)

where ugi is a latent variable, εgi are i.i.d. errors following a logistic distribution, and Dg
i =

I(zi = g) is a binary outcome variable indicating whether the group indicator zi is equal to
g. Note that γ1 = 0 for the baseline, hence λ1i = 1. In a data augmented implementation of
Step 4, the latent variables (u2i, . . . , uGi) are introduced for each i = 1, . . . , n as unknowns.
Given λ2i, . . . , λGi and zi, (u2i, . . . , uGi) can be sampled in closed form from exponentially
distributed random variables. Following Scott (2011), natural proposal distributions are
available to implement an MH-step to sample γg|γ−g, z,ug for all g = 2, . . . , G conditional
on ug = {ug1, . . . , ugn} from the linear, non-Gaussian regression model (6).

To avoid any MH-step, Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. (2012) apply auxiliary mixture sam-
pling as introduced by Frühwirth-Schnatter & Frühwirth (2010) to (6) and approximate for
each εgi the logistic distribution by a 10-component scale mixture of Normal distributions
with zero means and parameters (s2

r, wr), r = 1, . . . , 10. In a second step of data augmenta-
tion, the component indicator rgi is introduced as yet another latent variable. Conditional
on the latent variables ug and the indicators rg = {rg1, . . . , rgn} the binary logit model (6)
reduces to a linear Gaussian regression model. Hence, the posterior γg|γ−g, z,ug, rg is Gaus-
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sian and a Gibbs step is available to sample γg for all g = 2, . . . , G conditional on ug and
rg. Finally, each component indicator rgi is sampled from a discrete distribution conditional
on ugi and γ.

Chapter 13 in this volume details Bayesian estimation of informative regime switching
models which can be regarded as an extension of ME models to hidden Markov models in
time series analysis.

As in any mixture model setting, the so called label switching problem (Stephens, 2000;
Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2011a) must be considered when employing such Gibbs based algo-
rithms, see Chapter 5. This identifiability issue, along with others, is discussed in Section 5.

3.3 Model selection
Within the suite of ME models outlined in Section 2.3 the question of which, how and where
covariates are used naturally arises. This is a challenging problem as the space of ME models
is potentially very large, once variable selection for the covariates entering the component
weights and the mixture components is considered. Thus in practice only models where
covariates enter all mixture components and/or all component weights as main effects are
typically considered in order to restrict the size of the model search space. In fact, even for
this reduced model space, there are a maximum of G× 2q × 2q possible models to consider.
In ME models involving generalised linear models of covariates, standard variable selection
approaches can be used to find the optimal model. Practical approaches to this issue are
detailed in the illustrative applications of Section 4. Note that the manner in which covariates
enter the ME model may also be guided by the question of interest in the application under
study.

If the number of components G is unknown, the model search space increases again.
Approaches such as marginal likelihood evaluation, or information criteria, are useful for
choosing the optimal G in ME models; the reader is referred to Chapter 7 in this volume
which addresses model selection and selecting the number of components in a mixture model
in great detail.

Marginal likelihood computation for mixtures of experts models

As discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.3.2, highly accurate sampling-based approximations
to the marginal likelihood are available, if G is not too large. For instance, Frühwirth-
Schnatter & Kaufmann (2008) apply bridge sampling (Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2004) to com-
pute marginal likelihoods for a mixture of experts model with a single covariate (that is
q = 1) with up to four components. Frühwirth-Schnatter (2011b) combines auxiliary mix-
ture sampling (Frühwirth-Schnatter & Wagner, 2008) with importance sampling to compute
marginal likelihoods for mixture of experts models. A detailed summary of this approach is
provided below.

Permutation sampling is applied to ensure that all equivalent modes of the posterior
distribution are visited. Consider a permutation σ ∈ S(G), where S(G) denotes the set of
the G! permutations of {1, . . . , G}. To relabel all parameters in a mixture of experts model
according to the permutation σ, define θ?g = θσ(g) and η?g(x̃i) = ησ(g)(x̃i) for g = 1, . . . , G.
Special attention has to be given to the correct relabelling of the coefficients γg in the
MNL model when applying the permutation σ. The coefficients (γ1, . . . , γG) and (γ?1 , . . . , γ?G)
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defining, respectively, the MNL models ηg(x̃i) and η?g(x̃i) are related through:

x̃iγ
?
g = log

[
η?g(x̃i)
η?g0(x̃i)

]
= log

[
ησ(g)(x̃i)
ησ(g0)(x̃i)

]
= log

[
ησ(g)(x̃i)
ηg0(x̃i)

]
− log

[
ησ(g0)(x̃i)
ηg0(x̃i)

]
= x̃i(γσ(g) − γσ(g0)).

To ensure that the baseline g0 (assumed to be equal to g0 = 1 throughout this chapter)
remains the same, despite relabeling, the coefficients are permuted in the following way:

γ?g = γσ(g) − γσ(g0), g = 1, . . . , G,

which indeed implies that γ?g0 = 0. For G = 2, the sign of all coefficients of γ2 is simply
flipped, if σ = (2, 1) and remains unchanged, otherwise.

Frühwirth-Schnatter & Wagner (2008) discuss various importance sampling estimators
of the marginal likelihood for non-Gaussian models such as logistic models. Using auxiliary
mixture sampling, one of their approaches constructs the importance density from the Gaus-
sian full conditional densities appearing in the augmented Gibbs sampler. This approach is
easily extended to mixture of experts models. As discussed in Section 3.2, auxiliary mixture
sampling yields Gaussian posteriors p(γg|γ−g, z,ug, rg) for the MNL coefficients γg in a mix-
ture of experts models, conditional on the latent utilities ug and the latent indicators rg. This
allows construction of an importance density qG(θ) as in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.3.2, however
it is essential that qG(θ) covers all symmetric modes of the mixture posterior. A successful
strategy is to apply random permutation sampling, where each sampling step is concluded
by relabelling as described above, using a randomly selected permutation σ ∈ S(G). The
corresponding importance density reads:

qG(θ) = 1
S

S∑
s=1

G∏
g=2

p(γg|γ(s)
−g ,u(s)

g , r(s)
g , z(s))

G∏
g=1

p(θg|z(s), y), (7)

where {γ(s),u(s)
2 , . . . ,u(s)

G , r(s)
2 , . . . , r(s)

G , z(s)}, s = 1, . . . , S is a subsequence of posterior draws.
Only if S is large compared to G!, then all symmetric modes are covered by random permuta-
tion sampling, with the number of visits per mode being on average S/G!. The construction
of this importance density is fully automatic and it is sufficient to store the moments of
the various conditional densities (rather than the allocations z and the latent utilities ug
and indicators rg themselves) during MCMC sampling for later evaluation. This importance
density is used to compute importance sampling estimators of the marginal likelihood, see
the illustrative application in Section 4.1.

4 Illustrative Applications
The utility of ME models is illustrated in this section through the use of several applications.
ME Markov chain models for categorical time series, ME models for ranked preference data,
and ME models for network data, all of which are members of the ME model framework,
are applied.

4.1 Analysing marijuana use through ME Markov chain models
Lang et al. (1999) studied data on the marijuana use of 237 teenagers taken from five annual
waves (1976-80) of the National Youth Survey. The respondents were 13 years old in 1976
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and reported for five consecutive years their marijuana use in the past year as a categorical
variable with the three categories “never”, “not more than once a month” and “more than
once a month”. Hence, for i = 1, . . . , 237, the outcome variable is a categorical time series
yi = (yi0, yi1, . . . , yi4) with three states, labeled 1 for never-user, 2 for light and 3 for heavy
users.

To identify groups of teenagers with similar marijuana use behaviour, Frühwirth-
Schnatter (2011b) applied a ME approach based on Markov chain models (Frühwirth-
Schnatter et al. , 2012) and considered each time series yi as a single entity belonging
to one of G underlying classes. Various types of ME Markov chain models were applied
to capture dependence in marijuana use over time and to investigate if the gender of the
teenagers can be associated with a certain type of marijuana use.

Given the times series nature of the categorical outcome variable yi, the component
density fg(·) in the mixture of experts model (1) must have an appropriate form and various
models are considered. ModelM1 is a standard finite mixture of time-homogeneous Markov
chain models of order one (Pamminger & Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2010) where each component-
specific density fg(·) in (1) is characterized by a transition matrix ξg with J = 3 rows
and the weight distribution η1, . . . , ηG is independent of any covariates. Each row ξg,j· =
(ξg,j1, . . . , ξg,j3), j = 1, . . . , J , of the matrix ξg represents a probability distribution over the
three categories of marijuana use with

ξg,jk = P(yit = k|yi,t−1 = j, zi = g), k = 1, . . . , 3.

This model is extended in various ways to include covariate information into the transition
behaviour. First, an inhomogeneous model (labelled model M2) is considered, where the
transition matrix in each group depends on the gender xi of the teenager. If all J = 6 possible
combinations Hit = (yi,t−1, xi) of the immediate past yi,t−1 at time t and the gender xi are
indexed by j = 1, . . . , J , then the component-specific density fg(yi|ξg) in (1) can be described
by a generalized transition matrix ξg with six rows, with the jth row ξg,j· = (ξg,j1, . . . , ξg,j3)
describing again the conditional distribution of yit, given that the state of the history Hit

equals j:

ξg,jk = P(yit = k|Hit = j, zi = g), k = 1, . . . , 3.

Evidently, the component specific distribution reads:

fg(yi|ξg) =
J∏
j=1

3∏
k=1

ξ
ni,jk

g,jk (8)

where, for each time series i, ni,jk = ∑4
t=1 I(yit = k,Hit = j) is the number of transitions

into state k given a history of type j. Note that (8) is formulated conditional on the first
observation yi0.

Alternative component-specific distributions can be constructed, by defining the history
Hit through different combinations of past values and covariates. Choosing Hit = (yi,t−1, t),
for instance, defines a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain model, labeled model M3, with
J = 12 different covariate combinations. This model is able to capture the effect that the
transition behaviour between the states might change as the teenagers grow older.

The most complex model, labelled modelM4, extends modelM3 by assuming additional
dependence on gender, i.e. Hit = (yi,t−1, t, xi), with J = 24 different covariate combinations.
Both model M3 and M4 are characterised by component-specific generalized transition
matrices ξg with, respectively, 12 and 24 rows. For each of the models M2,M3,M4, it is
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Table 2: Marijuana data; marginal likelihood log p(y|Mk) for various finite mixtures of homo-
geneous (M1) and inhomogeneous (M2,M3,M4) Markov chain models with an increasing
number G of classes (best values for each model in bold font)

G
Model Covariates J 1 2 3
M1 - 3 -605.5 -600.0 -600.3
M2 xi 6 -610.0 -601.3 -603.6
M3 t 12 -613.7 -596.5 -599.4
M4 t, xi 24 -619.8 -602.7 -601.1

assumed that the weight distribution η1, . . . , ηG is independent of any covariate, leading to
various finite mixtures of inhomogeneous Markov chain models.

Bayesian inference is carried out for all models M1, . . . ,M4 for an increasing number
G = 1, 2, 3 of classes. MCMC estimation as described in Section 3.2 is easily applied, as the
J rows ξg,j· of ξg are conditionally independent under the conditionally conjugate Dirichlet
prior ξg,j· ∼ D(d0,j1, . . . , d0,j3). Given z and y, the generalized transition matrix ξg is sampled
row-by-row from a total of JG Dirichlet distributions:

ξg,j·|z, y ∼ D(d0,j1 + ngj1, . . . , d0,j3 + ngj3), j = 1, . . . , J, g = 1, . . . , G, (9)

where ngjk = ∑
i:zi=g ni,jk is the total number of transitions into state k observed in class g

given a history of type j.
For model comparison, the marginal likelihood is computed explicitly for G = 1, while

importance sampling as described in Section 3.3 is applied for G = 2, 3, using the importance
density:

qG(θ) = 1
S

S∑
s=1

p(η|z(s))
G∏
g=1

J∏
j=1

p(ξg,j·|z(s), y),

where p(ξg,j·|z, y) is equal to the full conditional Dirichlet posterior of ξg,j· given in (9).
Random permutation sampling is applied to ensure that all G! symmetric modes are visited
and S = 10, 000. The marginal likelihoods reported in Table 2 select G = 2 for all models
except for M4, where G = 3 is selected. Among all models, the marginal likelihood is the
highest for modelM3 with G = 2 classes.

Hence, a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain model which does not depend on gender best
describes the transition behaviour in each class. Table 3 reports the corresponding posterior
means E(ξg,·|y) and E(ηg|y) for each of the two groups. Label switching was resolved by
applying k-means clustering to a vector constructed from all persistence probabilities at all
time points. Both groups are roughly of equal size, with the first group being slightly larger.
A characteristic difference is evident for the two groups of teenagers. In group 1, never-users
have a high probability ξt,11 to remain never-users throughout the whole observation period,
whereas this probability is much smaller for the second group right from the beginning and
drops to only 45% in the last year.

To investigate if gender is associated with group membership, model M3 with G = 2
classes is combined with the ME model (4), by including gender as subject-specific covariate
xi as in the example in Section 2.2. This model is labelled modelM5. Additionally, a dummy
variable Di0 is included, indicating if the teenager used marijuana, light or heavy, in the first
year. As G = 2, the ME model (4) reduces to a binary logit model with regression coefficients
γ2 = (γ20, γ21, γ22), each assumed to follow a standard normal prior distribution.
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Table 3: Marijuana data; finite mixture of time-inhomogeneous Markov chain models (model
M3) with G = 2 classes; the estimated posterior mean E(ξg,·|y) is arranged for each t =
1, . . . , 4 as a 3×3 matrix; the estimated class sizes η̂g are equal to the posterior mean E(ηg|y)

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4
Group 1 0.93 0.04 0.03 0.89 0.09 0.02 0.90 0.04 0.06 0.93 0.04 0.03
(η̂1 = 0.56) 0.50 0.17 0.34 0.10 0.33 0.57 0.17 0.65 0.18 0.20 0.64 0.16

0.22 0.18 0.60 0.10 0.17 0.73 0.04 0.27 0.69 0.15 0.12 0.74
Group 2 0.76 0.21 0.03 0.70 0.24 0.06 0.75 0.18 0.07 0.45 0.43 0.12
(η̂2 = 0.44) 0.34 0.15 0.51 0.23 0.39 0.38 0.31 0.41 0.28 0.46 0.43 0.11

0.18 0.23 0.59 0.10 0.22 0.68 0.13 0.15 0.72 0.05 0.10 0.85

Table 4: Marijuana data; ME model with x̃i = (1, xi, Di0) (modelM5), extending modelM3
with G = 2 classes. Posterior expectation and 95% HPD region of the component weight
parameters γ2j in the ME model (4)

Covariate x̃ij E(γ2j|y) 95% HPD region of γ2j
constant -0.69 (-1.75,0.35)
male (baseline: female) 0.28 (-0.71,1.22)
marijuana use in 1976 (baseline: no) -0.07 (-1.70,1.43)
log p(y|M5) -598.5

From posterior inference in Table 4, we find that male teenagers have a slightly higher
probability to belong to the second group, because E(γ21|y) > 0, however, the coefficient γ21
is not significantly different from 0. Similarly, the initial state from which a teenager started
in 1976 does not have a significant influence on the probability to belong to the second
group. This suggests that the ME time-inhomogeneous Markov chain model actually reduces
to a standard mixture of time-inhomogeneous Markov chain models which is confirmed by
comparing the log marginal likelihood of both models, being equal to -596.5 for a standard
mixture model with G = 2 groups, see Table 2, and being equal to -598.5 for an ME model
with G = 2 groups, see Table 4.

The marginal likelihood estimator for the ME model is based on importance sampling
using the importance density (7) derived from auxiliary mixture sampling:

qG(θ) = 1
S

S∑
s=1

p(γ2|u(s)
2 , r(s)

2 , z(s))
2∏
g=1

J∏
j=1

p(ξg,j·|z(s), y),

where p(γ2|u2, r2, z) is conditionally Gaussian and p(ξg,j·|z, y) is equal to the full conditional
Dirichlet posterior of ξg,j· given in (9). Again, random permutation sampling is applied to
ensure that the two equivalent modes are visited.

To sum up, this investigation shows that teenagers may, indeed, be clustered into two
groups with different behaviour with respect to marijuana use, one being a never-user group,
while the second group has a much higher risk to become a user. Preference for a standard
mixture of Markov chain models over a mixture of experts Markov chain model based on
gender shows that the two types of marijuana use cannot be associated with the gender of
the teenager. Both male and female teenagers have about the same risk to belong to the
second group. Unobserved factors, not the gender, are relevant for membership of a teenager
to one group or the other.
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Table 5: Covariates recorded for each respondent in the Irish Marketing Surveys poll.
Age Area Gender Government Marital Social

satisfaction status class
– City Housewife No opinion Married AB

Rural Male Not satisfied Single C1
Town Non-housewife Satisfied Widowed C2

DE
F50+
F50-

4.2 A mixture of experts model for ranked preference data
Mary McAleese served as the eighth President of Ireland from 1997 to 2011 and was elected
under the Single Transferable Vote electoral system. Under this system voters rank, in order
of their preference, some or all of the electoral candidates. The vote counting system which
results in the elimination of candidates and the subsequent election of the President is an
intricate process involving the transfer of votes between candidates as specified by the voters’
ballots. Details of the electoral system, the counting process and the 1997 Irish presidential
election are given in Coakley & Gallagher (2004), Sinnott (1995), Sinnott (1999) and Marsh
(1999).

The 1997 presidential election race involved five candidates: Mary Banotti, Mary
McAleese, Derek Nally, Adi Roche and Rosemary Scallon. Derek Nally and Rosemary Scal-
lon were independent candidates while Mary Banotti and Adi Roche were endorsed by the
then current opposition parties Fine Gael and Labour respectively. Mary McAleese was en-
dorsed by the Fianna Fáil party who were in power at that time. In terms of candidate type,
McAleese and Scallon were deemed to be conservative candidates with the other candidates
regarded as liberal. Gormley & Murphy (2008a,b, 2010a,b) provide further details on the
1997 presidential election and on the candidates.

One month prior to election day a survey was conducted by Irish Marketing Surveys on
1083 respondents. Respondents were asked to list some or all of the candidates in order of
preference, as if they were voting on the day of the poll. In addition, pollsters gathered data
on attributes of the respondents as detailed in Table 5.

Interest lies in determining if groups of voters with similar preferences (i.e. voting blocs)
exist within the electorate. If such voting blocs do exist, the influence the recorded socio-
economic variables may have on the clustering structure and/or on the preferences which
characterize a voting bloc is also of interest. Jointly modelling the rank preference votes and
the covariates through a mixture of experts model for rank preference data when clustering
the electorate provides this insight.

Given the rank nature of the outcome variables or votes yi (i = 1, . . . , n = 1083) the
component density fg(·) in the mixture of experts model (1) must have an appropriate form.
The Plackett-Luce model (Plackett, 1975; Gormley & Murphy, 2006) (or exploded logit
model) for rank data provides a suitable model; Benter’s model (Benter, 1994) provides
another alternative. Let yi = [c(i, 1), . . . , c(i,mi)] denote the ranked ballot of voter i where
c(i, j) denotes the candidate ranked in jth position by voter i and mi is the number of
candidates ranked by voter i. Under the Plackett-Luce model, given that voter i is a member
of voting bloc g and given the ‘support parameter’ pg = (pg1, . . . , pgM), the probability of
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Table 6: The model with smallest BIC within each type of mixture of experts model for
ranked preference data applied to the 1997 Irish presidential election data

BIC G Covariates
Simple mixture of experts model 8491 4 ηg: Government satisfaction, Age.
Standard mixture of experts 8512 3 ηg: Government satisfaction, Age.
regression model pg: Age
Mixture model 8513 3 –
Mixture of regressions model 8528 1 pg: Government satisfaction

voter i’s ballot is

p(yi|pg) = pg,c(i,1)∑M
s=1 pg,c(i,s)

·
pg,c(i,2)∑M
s=2 pg,c(i,s)

· · ·
pg,c(i,mi)∑M
s=mi

pg,c(i,s)
,

whereM = 5 denotes the number of candidates in the electoral race. The support parameter
pgj (typically restricted such that ∑M

j=1 pgj = 1) can be interpreted as the probability of
ranking candidate j first, out of the currently available choice set. Hence, the Plackett-Luce
model models the ranking of candidates by a voter as a set of independent choices by the
voter, conditional on the cardinality of the choice set being reduced by one after each choice
is made.

In the standard mixture of experts regression model, the parameters of the component
densities are modelled as a function of covariates. Here the support parameters are modelled
as a logistic function of the covariates

log
[
pgj(xi)
pg1(xi)

]
= βgj0 + βgj1xi1 + · · ·+ βgjqxiq

where xi = (xi1, . . . , xiq) is the set of q covariates associated with voter i and βgj =
(βgj0, . . . , βgjq)> are unknown parameters for j = 2, . . . ,M . Note that for identifiability
reasons candidate 1 is used as the baseline choice and βg1 = (0, . . . , 0) for all g = 1, . . . , G.

In the standard mixture of experts regression model, the component weights are also
modelled as a function of covariates, in a similar vein to the example used in Section 2.2,
i.e.

log
[
ηg(xi)
η1(xi)

]
= γg0 + γg1xi1 + · · ·+ γgqxiq,

where voting bloc 1 is used as the baseline voting bloc.
The suite of four ME models in the ME framework (Figure 2) arise from modelling

the component parameters and/or the component weights as functions of covariates, or as
constant with respect to covariates. In this application, each model is fitted in a maximum
likelihood framework using the EM algorithm; approximate standard errors for the model
parameters are derived from the empirical information matrix (McLachlan & Peel, 2000)
after the EM algorithm has converged. Model fitting details for each model are outlined in
Gormley & Murphy (2008a,b, 2010a,b).

Each of the four ME models for rank preference data were fitted to the data from
the electorate in the Irish presidential election poll. A range of models with G = 1, . . . , 5
was considered and a forward step-wise selection method was employed to choose influen-
tial covariates. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Kass & Raftery, 1995; Schwarz,
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Voting Bloc 1 Voting Bloc 2 Voting Bloc 3 Voting Bloc 4

Banotti

McAleese

Nally

Roche

Scallon

τ̂1 = 0.19 τ̂2 = 0.16 τ̂3 = 0.35 τ̂4 = 0.3

0.11 (0.01)

0.28 (0.03)

0.15 (0.02)

0.15 (0.04)

0.31 (0.06)

0.13 (0.01)

0.13 (0.01)

0.03 (<0.01)

0.70 (0.01)

0.01 (<0.01)

0.17 (<0.01)

0.72 (0.03)

0.04 (<0.01)

0.06 (<0.01)

0.01 (<0.01)

0.52 (<0.01)

0.14 (0.01)

0.13 (0.01)

0.15 (0.01)

0.05 (<0.01)

Figure 3: A mosaic plot representation of the parameters of the component densities of
the simple mixture of experts model for rank preference data. The width of each block is
proportional to the marginal probability of component membership (η̂g = ∑n

i=1 ηg(xi|γ̂)/n).
The blocks are divided in proportion to the Plackett-Luce support parameters which are
detailed therein. Standard errors are provided in parentheses.

1978) was used to select the optimal model; this criterion is a penalized likelihood criterion
which rewards model fit while penalizing non-parsimonious models, see also Chapter 7, Sec-
tion 7.2.2 of this volume. Small BIC values indicate a preferable model. Table 6 details the
optimal models for each type of ME model fitted.

Based on the BIC values, the optimal model is a simple mixture of experts model with
four groups where “age“ and “government satisfaction” are important covariates for deter-
mining group or “voting bloc” membership. Under this simple mixture of experts model,
the covariates are not informative within voting blocs, but only in determining voting bloc
membership. The maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters are reported in
Figure 3 and in Table 7.

The support parameter estimates illustrated in Figure 3 have an interpretation in the
context of the 1997 Irish presidential election. Voting bloc 1 could be characterized as the
“conservative voting bloc” due to its large support parameters for McAleese and Scallon.
Voting bloc 2 has large support for the liberal candidate Adi Roche. Voting bloc 3 is the
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Table 7: Odds ratios (exp(γg)/ exp(γ1)) for the component weight parameters in the simple
ME model for rank preference data (95% confidence intervals are given in parentheses). The
covariates ‘age’ and ‘government satisfaction level’ were selected as influential

Age Not satisfied Satisfied
Voting bloc 2 0.01 (0.00, 0.05) 2.80 (0.77, 10.15) 1.14 (0.42, 3.11)
Voting bloc 3 0.95 (0.32, 2.81) 3.81 (0.90, 16.13) 3.12 (0.94, 10.31)
Voting bloc 4 1.56 (0.35, 6.91) 3.50 (1.07, 11.43) 0.35 (0.12, 0.98)

largest voting bloc in terms of marginal component weights and intuitively has larger support
parameters for the high profile candidates McAleese and Banotti. These candidates were
endorsed by the two largest political parties in the country at that time. Voters belonging to
voting bloc 4 favor Banotti and have more uniform levels of support for the other candidates.
A detailed discussion of this optimal model is also given in Gormley & Murphy (2008b).

Table 7 details the odds ratios computed from the component weight parameters γ =
{γ2, γ3, γ4}. In the model, voting bloc 1 (the conservative voting bloc) is the baseline voting
bloc and γ1 = (0, . . . , 0)>. Two covariates were selected as influential: age and government
satisfaction levels. In the “government satisfaction” covariate, the baseline was chosen to be
“no opinion“.

Interpreting the odds ratios provides insight to the type of voter which characterises
each voting bloc. For example, older (and generally more conservative) voters are much
less likely to belong to the liberal voting bloc 2 than to the conservative voting bloc 1
(exp(γ21) = 0.01). Also, voters with some interest in government are more likely to belong
to voting bloc 3 (exp(γ32) = 3.81 and exp(γ33) = 3.12), the bloc favouring candidates backed
by large government parties, than to belong to the conservative voting bloc 1. Voting bloc
1 had high levels of support for the independent candidate Scallon. The component weight
parameter estimates further indicate that voters dissatisfied with the current government are
more likely to belong to voting bloc 4 than to voting bloc 1 (exp(γ42) = 3.50). This is again
intuitive as voting bloc 4 favours Mary Banotti who was backed by the main government
opposition party, while voting bloc 1 favours the government backed Mary McAleese. Further
interpretation of the component weight parameters are given in Gormley & Murphy (2008b).

4.3 A mixture of experts latent position cluster model
The latent position cluster model (Handcock et al. , 2007) develops the idea of the latent
social space (Hoff et al. , 2002) by extending it to accommodate clusters of actors in the latent
space. Under the latent position cluster model, the latent location of each actor is assumed
to be drawn from a finite normal mixture model, each component of which represents a
cluster of actors. In contrast, the model outlined in Hoff et al. (2002) assumes that the
latent positions were normally distributed. Thus, the latent position cluster model offers a
more flexible version of the latent space model for modelling heterogeneous social networks.

The latent position cluster model provides a framework in which actor covariates may
be explicitly included in the model – the probability of a link between two actors may be
modelled as a function of both their separation in the latent space and of their relative
covariates. However, the covariates may contribute more to the structure of the network
than solely through the link probabilities – the covariates may influence both the cluster
membership of an actor and their link probabilities. A latent position cluster model in which
the cluster membership of an actor is modelled as a function of their covariates lies within
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Table 8: Covariates associated with the 71 lawyers in the US corporate law firm. The last
category in each categorical covariate is treated as the baseline category in all analyses.

Covariate Levels
Age –
Gender 1 = male

2 = female
Law school 1 = Harvard or Yale

2 = University of Connecticut
3 = other

Office 1 = Boston
2 = Hartford
3 = Providence

Practice 1 = litigation
2 = corporate

Seniority 1 = partner
2 = associate

Years with the firm –

the mixture of experts framework.
Specifically, social network data take the form of a set of relations {yi,j} between a group

of i, j = 1, . . . , n actors, represented by an n× n sociomatrix y. Here it is assumed that the
relation yi,j between actors i and j is a binary relation, indicating the presence or absence of
a link between the two actors; the mixture of experts latent position cluster model is easily
extended to other forms of relation (such as count data). Covariate data xi = (xi1, . . . , xiq)
associated with actor i are assumed to be available, where q denotes the number of observed
covariates.

Each actor i is assumed to have a location wi = (wi1, . . . , wiD) in the D dimensional
latent social space. The probability of a link between any two actors is assumed to be
independent of all other links in the network, given the latent locations of the actors. Let
xi,j = (xij1, . . . , xijq) denote an q vector of dyadic specific covariates where xijk = d(xik, xjk)
is a measure of the similarity in the value of the kth covariate for actors i and j. Given the
link probabilities parameter vector β, the likelihood function is then

p(y|w,x, β) =
n∏
i=1

∏
j 6=i

p(yi,j|wi, wj, xi,j, β)

where w is the n × D matrix of latent locations and x is the matrix of dyadic specific
covariates. The probability of a link between actors i and j is then modelled using a logistic
regression model where both dyadic specific covariates and Euclidean distance in the latent
space are covariates:

log
[
P(yi,j = 1)
P(yi,j = 0)

]
= β0 + β1xij1 + · · ·+ βqxijq − ||wi − wj||.

To account for clustering of actor locations in the latent space, it is assumed that the latent
locations wi are drawn from a finite mixture model. Moreover, in the mixture of experts
latent position cluster model, the latent locations are assumed drawn from a finite mixture
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model in which actor covariates may influence the mixing proportions:

wi ∼
G∑
g=1

ηg(xi|γ)φ(wi|µg, σ2
gI)

where

ηg(xi|γ) = exp(γg0 + γg1xi1 + · · ·+ γgqxiq)∑G
g′=1 exp(γg′0 + γg′1xi1 + · · ·+ γg′qxiq)

and γ1 = (0, . . . , 0)>. This model has an intuitive motivation: the covariates of an actor may
influence their cluster membership, their cluster membership influences their latent location,
and in turn their latent location determines their link probabilities.

The mixture of experts latent position cluster model can be fitted within the Bayesian
paradigm; as outlined in Section 3.2 a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler can be employed
to draw samples from the posterior distribution of interest. Model issues such as likelihood
invariance to distance preserving transformations of the latent space and label switching
must be considered during the model fitting process – an approach to dealing with such model
identifiability and full model fitting details are available in Gormley & Murphy (2010b). In
this application, model choice concerns not only the number G of clusters, but also the
dimension D of the latent space.

An example of the mixture of experts latent position cluster model methodology is pro-
vided here through the analysis of a network data set detailing interactions between a set
of 71 lawyers in a corporate law firm in the USA (Lazega, 2001). The data include mea-
surements of the coworker network, an advice network and a friendship network. Covariates
associated with each lawyer in the firm are also included and are detailed in Table 8. Interest
lies in identifying social processes within the firm such as knowledge sharing and organisa-
tional structures, and examining the potential influence of covariates on such processes.

Under the ME model framework outlined in Section 2.3, a suite of four mixtures of
experts latent position cluster models is available. This suite of models was fitted to the
advice network; data in this network detail links between lawyers who sought basic profes-
sional advice from each other over the previous twelve months. Gormley & Murphy (2010b)
explore the coworkers network data set and the friendship network data set using similar
methodology. Figure 4 illustrates the resulting latent space locations of the lawyers under
each fitted model with (G,D) = (2, 2). These values were selected using BIC after fitting a
range of latent position cluster models (with no covariates) to the network data only (Hand-
cock et al. , 2007). Table 9 details the resulting regression parameter estimates and their
associated uncertainty for the four fitted models.

The models are compared through the AICM, the posterior simulation-based analogue
of Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973; Raftery et al. , 2007). In this imple-
mentation the optimal model is that with the highest AICM and is the model with covariates
in the link probabilities and in the component weights. The results of the analysis show some
interesting patterns. The coefficients of the covariates in the link probabilities are very simi-
lar in the models (b) and (d) in Table 9. These coefficients indicate that a number of factors
have a positive or negative effect on whether a lawyer asks another for advice. In summary,
lawyers who are similar in seniority, gender, office location and practice type are more likely
to ask each other for advice. The effects of years and age seem to have a negative effect, but
these variables are correlated with seniority and with each other, so their marginal effects
are more difficult to interpret.

Importantly, the latent positions are very similar in models (a) and (c) which do not
have covariates in the link probabilities and models (b) and (d) which do have covariates
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(a) Latent position cluster model.
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(b) Mixture of regressions latent position
cluster model.
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(c) Simple latent position cluster model.
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(d) Standard mixture of experts latent po-
sition cluster model.

Figure 4: Estimates of clusters and latent positions of the lawyers from the advice network
data. The ellipses are 50% posterior sets illustrating the uncertainty in the latent locations.
Lawyers who are members of the same cluster are illustrated using the same shade and
symbol. Observed links between lawyers are also illustrated.

in the link probabilities. This can be explained because of the different role that the latent
space plays in the models with covariates in the link probabilities and those that do not
have such covariates. When the covariates are in the link probabilities, the latent space is
modelling the network structure that could not be explained by the link covariates, whereas
in the other case the latent space is modelling much of the network structure.

Interestingly, in the model with the highest AICM value, there are covariates in the
cluster membership probabilities as well as in the link probabilities. This means that the
structure in the latent space, which is modelling what could not be explained directly in
the link probabilities, has structure that can be further explained using the covariates. The
office location, practice and age of the lawyers retain explanatory power in explaining the
clustering found in the latent social space.

The difference in the cluster membership coefficients in models (c) and (d) is due to the
different interpretation of the latent space in these models. However, it is interesting to note
that in this application the signs of the coefficients are identical because the cluster member-
ships shown for these models in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) are similar; this phenomenon
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Table 9: Posterior mean parameter estimates for the four mixtures of experts models fitted to
the lawyers advice data as detailed in Figure 4. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Note that cluster 1 was used as the baseline cluster in the case of the cluster membership
parameters. Baseline categories for the covariates are detailed in Table 8

Model (a) Model (b) Model (c) Model (d)
Link Probabilities
Intercept 1.26 (0.10) -2.87 (0.17) 1.23 (0.10) -2.65 (0.17)
Age -0.02 (0.004) -0.02 (0.004)
Gender 0.60 (0.09) 0.62 (0.09)
Office 2.02 (0.10) 1.97 (0.10)
Practice 1.63 (0.10) 1.57 (0.10)
Seniority 0.89 (0.11) 0.81 (0.11)
Years -0.04 (0.005) -0.04 (0.005)

Cluster Memberships
Intercept -1.05 (1.75) 0.94 (0.79) -0.62 (1.23) 1.27 (1.29)
Age -0.09 (0.04) -0.14 (0.06)
Office (=1) 1.94 (1.02) 2.40 (1.14)
Office (=2) -2.08 (1.09) -0.97 (1.19)
Practice 3.18 (0.85) 2.14 (1.08)

Latent Space Model
Cluster 1 mean -0.50 (0.52) 0.09 (0.19) -1.09 (0.31) -0.54 (0.21)

0.21 (0.58) -0.09 (0.26) 0.40 (0.28) 0.40 (0.20)
Cluster 1 variance 3.35 (1.29) 2.12 (0.77) 3.19 (0.58) 1.25 (0.34)

Cluster 2 mean 1.66 (0.92) -0.24 (0.20) 2.10 (0.30) 1.32 (0.51)
-0.67 (0.58) 0.35 (0.23) -0.77 (0.30) -0.98 (0.47)

Cluster 2 variance 1.29 (1.58) 0.27 (0.68) 1.16 (0.40) 1.63 (0.69)

AICM -3644.24 -3346.87 -3682.71 -3325.95

does not hold generally (see Gormley & Murphy, 2010b, Section 5.3).
The results of this analysis offer a cautionary message in automatically selecting the

type of mixture of experts latent position cluster model for analyzing the lawyer advice
network. The role of the latent space in the model is very different depending on how the
covariates enter the model. So, if the latent space is to be interpreted as a social space that
explains network structure, then the covariates should not directly enter the link probabili-
ties. However, if the latent space is being used to find interesting or anomalous structure in
the network that cannot be explained by the covariates, then one should consider allowing
the covariates enter the cluster membership probabilities.

4.4 Software
As demonstrated in this section, the approach to fitting an ME model depends on the
application setting and on the form of the ME model itself. Therefore, a single software
capable of fitting any ME model is not currently available.
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In R (R Core Team, 2018), the MEclustnet package (Gormley & Murphy, 2018) fits
the mixture of experts latent position cluster model detailed in Section 4.3. The flexmix
package (Grün & Leisch, 2008b) has model fitting capabilities for a range of mixture of
regression models, which include covariates (or concomitant variables), as does the mixreg
package (Turner, 2014). Additionally, mixtools (Benaglia et al. , 2009) facilitates fitting
of a G = 2 mixture of regressions model in which the component weights are modelled as
an inverse logit function of the covariates. The cluster weighted models which are closely
related to ME models can be fitted using the flexCWM package (Mazza et al. , 2017). All
packages are freely available through the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at
https://cran.r-project.org.

In MATLAB, the bayesf package (Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2018) allows to estimate a broad
range of mixture models using either finite mixtures, mixtures of experts or Markov switching
models as a model for the hidden group indicators z.

In terms of other softwares, the FMM procedure in SAS also facilitates ME model fitting,
and stand alone softwares such as Latent GOLD (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005) and Mplus
(Muthén & Muthén, 2011) fit closely related latent class models.

5 Identifiability of Mixtures of Experts Models
For a finite mixture distribution one has to distinguish three types of non-identifiability
(Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2006, Section 1.3): invariance to relabelling the components of the
mixture distribution (the so-called label switching problem), non-identifiability due to po-
tential overfitting and generic non-identifiability which occurs only for certain classes of
mixture distributions.

Consider a standard mixture distribution with G components with non-zero weights
η1, . . . , ηG generated by distinct parameters θ1, . . . , θG. Assume that for all possible realisa-
tions y from this mixture distribution the identity

G∑
g=1

ηgfg(y|θg) =
G?∑
g=1

η?gfg(y|θ?g)

holds where the right-hand side is a mixture distribution from the same family with G?

components with non-zero weights η?1, . . . , η?G? generated by distinct parameters θ?1, . . . , θ?G? .
Then generic identifiability implies that G? = G and the two mixtures’ parameters
θ = (η1, . . . , ηG, θ1, . . . , θG) and θ? = (η?1, . . . , η?G, θ?1, . . . , θ?G) are identical up to relabelling
the component indices. Common finite mixture distributions such as Gaussian and Poisson
mixtures are generically identified, see Teicher (1963), Yakowitz & Spragins (1968), and
Chandra (1977) for a detailed discussion.

Discrete mixtures often suffer from generic non-identifiability for certain parameter con-
figurations, well-known examples being mixtures of binomial distributions (see Section 5.1)
and mixtures of multinomial distributions (Grün & Leisch, 2008c). Somewhat unexpect-
edly, mixtures of regression models suffer from generic non-identifiability (Hennig, 2000;
Grün & Leisch, 2008a), as will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. Little is known
about generic identifiability of mixtures of experts models and some results are presented
in Section 5.3. However, ensuring generic identifiability for general ME models remains a
challenging issue.

Identifiability problems for mixture with nonparametric components are discussed in
Chapter 14 of this volume.
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5.1 Identifiability for mixtures of binomials
For binomial mixtures the component densities arise from B(N, π)-distributions, where N
is commonly assumed to be known, whereas π is heterogeneous across the components:

Y ∼ η1B(N, π1) + · · ·+ ηGB(N, πG). (10)

The probability mass function (pmf) of this mixture takes on N+1 different support points:

p(y|θ) = P(Y = y|θ) =
G∑
g=1

ηg

(
N
y

)
πyg (1− πg)N−y, y = 0, 1, . . . , N, (11)

with 2G− 1 independent parameters θ = (π1, . . . , πG, η1, . . . , ηG), with ηG = 1−∑G−1
g=1 ηg.

Given data y = (y1, . . . , yn) from mixture (10), the only information available to estimate
θ are N (among the N + 1 observed) relative frequencies hn(Y = y) (y = 0, 1, . . . , N). As
n→∞ (while N is fixed), hn(Y = y) converges to P(Y = y|θ) by the law of large numbers,
but the number of support points remains fixed. Hence, the data provide only N statistics,
given by the relative frequencies, to estimate 2G − 1 parameters. Simple counting yields
the following necessary condition for identifiability for a binomial mixture, which has been
shown by Teicher (1961) to be also sufficient:

2G− 1 ≤ N ⇔ G ≤ (N + 1)/2. (12)

Consider, for illustration, a mixture of two binomial distributions,

Y ∼ η × B(N, π1) + (1− η)× B(N, π2), (13)

with three unknown parameters θ = (η, π1, π2) and assume that the population indeed
contains two different groups, i.e. π1 6= π2 and η > 0. Assuming N = 2 obviously violates
condition (12). Lack of identification can be verified directly from the pmf which is different
from zero only for the three outcomes y ∈ {0, 1, 2}:

P(Y = 0|θ) = η(1− π1)2 + (1− η)(1− π2)2, (14)
P(Y = 1|θ) = 2ηπ1(1− π1) + 2(1− η)π2(1− π2),
P(Y = 2|θ) = ηπ2

1 + (1− η)π2
2.

Since ∑y P(Y = y|θ) = 1, only two linearly independent equations remain to identify the
three parameters (η, π1, π2). Hence parameters θ = (π1, π2, η) 6= θ? = (π?1, π?2, η?) fulfilling
equations (14) exist which imply the same distribution for Y , i.e.: P(Y = y|θ) = P(Y = y|θ?),
∀y = 0, 1, 2, but are not related to each other by simple relabelling of the component indices.

Such generic non-identifiability severely impacts statistical estimation of the mixture
parameters θ from observations y = (y1, . . . , yn), even if G is known, and goes far be-
yond label switching. Assume, for illustration, that y is the realisation of a random sam-
ple (Y1, . . . , Yn) from the two-component binomial mixture (13) with N = 2 and true pa-
rameter θtrue = (πtrue

1 , πtrue
2 , ηtrue) and consider the corresponding observed-data likelihood

p(y|θ) = ∏n
i=1 P(Yi = yi|θ). Generic non-identifiability of the underlying mixture distribution

implies that the observed-data likelihood is the same for any pair θ 6= θ? of distinct param-
eters satisfying (14), for any possible sample y in the sampling space Y = {0, 1, 2}n, i.e.:
p(y|θ) = p(y|θ?),∀y ∈ Y . Since this holds for arbitrary sample size n = 1, 2, . . ., the true pa-
rameter θtrue cannot be recovered, even if n→∞, and both maximum likelihood estimation
as well Bayesian inference suffer from non-identifiability problems for such a mixture.
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Figure 5: MCMC inference for data simulated from a mixture of two binomial distributions
with N = 2 (left-hand side) and N = 5 (right-hand side). Top: scatter plot of π1 versus π2
(true values indicated by a circle). Bottom: posterior draws of the group-specific probabilities
π1 and π2 after resolving label switching in the scatter plot of π1 versus π2 through k-means
clustering.

This example motivates the following more formal definition of generic non-identifiability.
For a given θ, any subset U(θ) of the parameter space Θ of a mixture model, defined as
U(θ) = {θ? ∈ Θ : p(y|θ?) = p(y|θ), ∀y ∈ Y} , is called a non-identifiability set, if it contains
at least one point θ? which is not related to θ by simple relabelling of the component indices.
Let θtrue be the true parameter value of a mixture model with G distinct parameters (i.e.
θg 6= θg′ , for g 6= g′). If U(θtrue) is a non-identifiability set in the sense defined above, then
θtrue cannot be recovered from data, even as n goes to infinity.

Such generic non-identifiability has important implications for practical mixture analysis.
For finite n, the observed-data likelihood function p(y|θ) has a ridge close to U(θtrue) instead
of G! isolated modes and no unique maximum, leading to inconsistent estimates of θtrue. In a
Bayesian framework, this leads to a posterior distribution that does not concentrate around
G! isolated, equivalent modes as n increases, as for identifiable models (see Chapter 4, Sec-
tion 4.3). Rather, the posterior concentrates over the entire non-identifiability set U(θtrue)
which has a complex geometry and can be represented as the union of G! symmetric sub-
spaces, see e.g. Figure 5 for a binomial mixture with G = 2 and N = 2. The prior p(θ)
provides information beyond the data and might influence how the posterior concentrates
on each of these G! subspaces U(θtrue), in particular, if the prior p(θ) is not constant over
U(θ).

While generic non-identifiability has important practical implications for mixture anal-
ysis, it is rarely as easily diagnosed as for mixtures of binomial distributions and can easily
go unnoticed for more complex mixture models, in particular for maximum likelihood es-
timation, whereas MCMC based Bayesian inference often provides indications of potential
identifiability problems, as the following example demonstrates.
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MCMC inference for an example: a mixture of binomial distributions

For further illustration, we perform MCMC inference (based on 10,000 draws after a burn-in
of 5,000 iterations) for two data sets simulated from a mixture of two binomial distributions
with logit π1 = −1 and logit π2 = 1.5 using random permutation sampling as explained
in Chapter 5, Section 5.2. We assume that G = 2 and N is known, whereas all other pa-
rameters in mixture (13) are unknown. Bayesian inference is based on the following priors:
πg ∼ U(0, 1), and (η1, η2) ∼ D(1, 1). The two data sets were generated with, respectively,
N = 2, n = 250 and N = 5, n = 100, implying the same total number n × N = 500 of
experiments.

MCMC inference is summarised in Figure 5, showing scatter plot of π1 versus π2 for
both values of N . For N = 5, the mixture is generically identified and the posterior draws
concentrate around two symmetric modes, centered at the true values (0.269, 0.818) and
(0.818, 0.269). Non-identifiability due to label switching is resolved by applying k-means
clustering to the posterior draws, see the lower part of Figure 5 showing identified posterior
draws of the group-specific success probabilities π1 and π2.

For N = 2, a similar scatter plot of π1 versus π2 clearly indicates severe identifiability
issues, showing that the posterior draws arise from two symmetric unidentifiability sets,
rather than concentrating around two symmetric modes centered at the true values. When
we apply k-means clustering to resolve label switching, we obtain the posterior draws of the
success probabilities π1 and π2 shown in the lower part of Figure 5, also indicating problems
with identifying π1 and π2 from the data for N = 2.

5.2 Identifiability for mixtures of regression models
Consider a mixture of G regression models for i = 1, . . . , n outcomes yi, arising from G
different groups,

yi|x̃i ∼
G∑
g=1

ηgφ(y|µi,g(x̃i), σ2
g) (15)

where for each g = 1, . . . , G, the group-specific mean µi,g(x̃i) = x̃iβg depends on a group-
specific regression parameter βg and on the (1×(q+1))-dimensional row vector x̃i containing
the q covariates xi and a constant. For a fixed design point x = x̃i, (15) is a standard finite
Gaussian mixture distribution and as such generically identified. Hence, if the identity

G∑
g=1

ηgφ(y|µi,g(x), σ2
g) =

G∑
g=1

η?gφ(y|µ?i,g(x), σ2,?
g ), (16)

holds, then the two mixtures are related to each other by relabelling, i.e. µ?i,g(x) =
µi,σx(g)(x) = xβσx(g), σ2,?

g = σ2
σx(g), and η?g = ησx(g) for g = 1, . . . , G, for some permuta-

tion σx ∈ S(G), where S(G) denotes the set of the G! permutations of {1, . . . , G}. Note
that σx depends on the covariate x and that there is no guarantee that σx is identical across
different values of x which can cause intra-component label switching. One such example is
displayed on the left-hand side of Figure 6.

Nevertheless, assume for the moment that σx ≡ σ? is the same for all possible covariates
x. Then (16) implies x̃iβ?g = x̃iβσ?(g) for all i = 1, . . . , n and Xβ?g = Xβσ?(g) where the rows
of the matrix X are equal to x̃1, . . . , x̃n. If the usual condition in regression modelling is
satisfied that X>X has full rank, then it follows immediately that the regression coefficients
are determined up to relabelling: β?g = βσ?(g).
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Figure 6: Data simulated from a mixture of two regression lines under Design 1 (left-hand
side) and Design 2 (right-hand side). The full lines indicate the true underlying model used
to generate 100 data points (black dots). For the unidentified Design 1, a second solution
exists which is indicated by the dashed lines.

Hence, generic identifiability for a mixture of regressions model can be verified through
sufficient conditions guaranteeing that σx is indeed identical across all values of x. Mathe-
matically, one such condition is the assumption that either the error variances σ2

1, . . . , σ
2
G or

the weights η1, . . . , ηG satisfy a strict order constraint. However, in practice such constraints
are rarely fulfilled and forcing an order constraint on one coefficient does not necessarily
prevent label switching for the other coefficients in Bayesian posterior sampling, see e.g.
Frühwirth-Schnatter (2006, Section 2.4).

Hence, several papers focused on conditions for generic identifiability through the regres-
sion part of the model (Hennig, 2000; Grün & Leisch, 2008c,a). Assume that the covariates
x̃i take p different values in a design space {x1, . . . , xp} for the observed outcome yi, for
i = 1, . . . , n. Identifiability through the regression part requires enough variability in the de-
sign space and is guaranteed under so-called coverage conditions. These conditions require
that the number of clusters G is exceeded by the minimum number of distinct q-dimensional
hyperplanes needed to cover the covariates (excluding the constant). For q = 1, for instance,
the coverage condition is satisfied, if the number of design points p (i.e. the number of
distinct values of the univariate covariate) is larger than the number of clusters G. These
identifiability conditions go far beyond the usual condition that X>X has full rank and are
often violated for regression models with too few design points, a common example being
regression models with 0/1 dummy variables as covariates which are identifiable for G = 1,
but not for G > 1, as the following examples with q = 1 demonstrate.

For illustration, we consider the following special case of the mixture of regressions model
(15) investigated in Grün & Leisch (2008a, Section 3.1):

yi ∼ 0.5φ(y|µi,1(x̃i), 0.1) + 0.5φ(y|µi,2(x̃i), 0.1), (17)

with covariate vector x̃i = (1 di) and group-specific regression parameters β1 = (2 2)> and
β2 = (1 − 2)>. We consider two different regression designs, Design 1 where di is a 0/1
dummy variable capturing the effect of gender (with female as baseline) and Design 2 where
di captures a time effect over 3 periods (with t = 0 serving as baseline):

Design 1 : x1 =
(

1 0
)
, x2 =

(
1 1

)
,

Design 2 : x1 =
(

1 0
)
, x2 =

(
1 1

)
, x3 =

(
1 2

)
.

In the following, it is verified that mixture (17) is generically identified under Design 2
(which contains three design points), but generically unidentified under Design 1 (which
contains only two design points).
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We first consider Design 1. According to (16), µj,1 and µj,2 are identified for j = 1 and
j = 2 up to label switching arising from two permutations σ1 and σ2, where we may assume
without loss of generality that σ1 is equal to the identity:

x1β1 = µ1,1, x1β2 = µ1,2, (18)
x2β1 = µ2,σ2(1), x2β2 = µ2,σ2(2).

If σ2 is identical to σ1, then the original values β1 and β2 are recovered through:

β1 = X−1
1,2

(
µ1,1
µ2,1

)
=
(

2
2

)
, β2 = X−1

1,2

(
µ1,2
µ2,2

)
=
(

1
−2

)
, (19)

since the design matrix

X1,2 =
(
x1
x2

)
=
(

1 0
1 1

)

is invertible. However, as mentioned above, σ2 need not be identical to σ1, in which case
σ2(1) = 2, σ2(2) = 1, and a second solution emerges:

β?1 = X−1
1,2

(
µ1,1
µ2,2

)
=
(

2
−3

)
, β?2 = X−1

1,2

(
µ1,2
µ2,1

)
=
(

1
3

)
.

Evidently, the group-specific slopes of this second solution are different from the original
ones and the un-identifiability set U(θtrue) contains two points. The two possible solutions
are depicted in the left-hand side of Figure 6 which also shows a balanced sample of n = 100
observations simulated from mixture (17) under Design 1.

For Design 2, the first two design points are as before and a third point is added with
µ3,1 and µ3,2 being identified up to label switching according to a permutation σ3:

x3β1 = µ3,σ3(1), x3β2 = µ3,σ3(2). (20)

As only two different permutations exist for G = 2, at least two of the three permutations
σ1, σ2, and σ3 in (18) and (20) have to be identical (assuming again without loss of gener-
ality that σ1 is equal to the identity). Assume, for example, that σ1 = σ2. Then the true
parameters β1 and β2 are recovered from (µj,1, µj,2), j = 1, 2, as in (19) and can be used to
uniquely predict µ3,1 = x3β1 and µ3,2 = x3β2 in both groups. Comparing these predictions
with (20), it is clear that σ3(1) = 1 and σ3(2) = 2, hence σ1 = σ2 = σ3. A similar proof can
be performed for any pair of identical permutations σj = σl, j 6= l, as long as the matrix
X>j,l = (x>j x>l ) is invertible and generic identifiability of Design 2 follows.

The only possible solution under Design 2 is depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 6
which also shows a balanced sample of n = 100 observations simulated from mixture (17)
under this design.

MCMC inference for an example: a mixture of regressions model

For further illustration, we perform MCMC inference (based on 10,000 draws after a burn-in
of 5,000 iterations) for both data sets shown in Figure 6 using random permutation sam-
pling as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.2. We assume that G = 2 is known, whereas
all other parameters in mixture (15) are unknown. Bayesian inference is based on the pri-
ors (η1, η2) ∼ D(4, 4) and βg ∼ N (0, 100 × I), σ2

g ∼ IG(2.5, 1.25s2
y) for g = 1, 2, where
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Figure 7: MCMC inference for data simulated from a mixture of two regression models
under the generically un-identified Design 1 (left-hand side) and under the generically iden-
tified Design 2 (right-hand side). Top: scatter plot of the group-specific slopes β1,2 versus
β2,2. Bottom: posterior draws of the group-specific slopes β1,2 and β2,2 after resolving label
switching through k-means clustering in the posterior draws.

s2
y is the data variance of (y1, . . . , yn). The upper part of Figure 7 shows scatter plots of
the group-specific slopes β1,2 versus β2,2 for both designs which are symmetric due to label
switching.

As expected from Chapter 4, Section 4.3, the posterior draws shown in the upper right-
hand part for the generically identified Design 2 concentrate around two symmetric modes
corresponding to the true values (2,−2) and (−2, 2). Label switching is easily resolved by
applying k-means clustering to the posterior draws, see the lower right-hand part of Figure 7
showing identified posterior draws of the group-specific slopes β1,2 and β2,2 for this design.

For Design 1, a similar scatter plot of β1,2 versus β2,2 in the upper left-hand part clearly
indicates severe identifiability issues. The posterior draws concentrate around four rather
than two modes, with two of them being the symmetric modes corresponding to the true
values (2,−2) and (−2, 2). The other two symmetric modes correspond to the second solu-
tion (−3, 3) and (3,−3), resulting from generic non-identifiability. When we apply k-means
clustering to these posterior draws to resolve label switching, we obtain the posterior draws
of the group-specific slopes β1,2 and β2,2 in the lower left-hand part of Figure 7, showing
intra-component label switching and indicating identifiability problems for this design. Since
βg,2 switches sign between the two solutions in both groups, it is not possible to recover that
“gender” has a strong positive effect on the outcome in one group and a strong negative
effect in the other group.

5.3 Identifiability for mixtures of experts models
Hennig (2000) considers mixtures of regression models where the component sizes can arbi-
trarily depend on covariates and establishes identifiability results in the case that the joint
observations of covariates and dependent variable are assumed to be iid and gives sufficient
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identifiability conditions for this model. For such a model, the covariates are not assumed
fixed or to occur for a fixed design, but random with a specific distribution. As opposed
to this, the ME model is defined conditional on the covariates without specific assumptions
concerning their distribution. We will discuss identification for this case.

Consider, as a first example, a simple mixture of experts model of G univariate Gaussian
distributions for i = 1, . . . , n outcomes yi arising from G different groups,

yi|x̃i ∼
G∑
g=1

ηg(x̃i)φ(y|µg, σ2
g) (21)

where the group weights ηg depend on a covariate x̃i with group-specific regression param-
eters, i.e.:

log
[
ηg(x̃i)
ηg0(x̃i)

]
= x̃iγg, g = 1, . . . , G, (22)

with baseline g0, where γg0 = 0. Assume that the component densities differ, i.e. θg 6= θ′g,
for g 6= g′, where θg = (µg, σ2

g).
For each fixed design point x = x̃i, (21) is a standard finite Gaussian mixture and

therefore generically identified. Therefore, if the identity

G∑
g=1

ηg(x)φ(y|µg, σ2
g) =

G∑
g=1

η?g(x)φ(y|µ?g, σ2,?
g ), (23)

holds, then the two mixtures are related to each other by relabelling, i.e. µ?g = µσx(g), σ
2,?
g =

σ2
σx(g), and η?g(x) = ησx(g)(x) for g = 1, . . . , G, for some permutation σx ∈ S(G). As opposed

to mixtures of regression models, one can show that σx ≡ σ? for all covariate values x.
Assume that σxi

6= σxj
for two covariates x̃i 6= x̃j and assume, without loss of generality,

that σxi
is equal to the identity. Consider first the case of G = 2. Then (23) implies for

x = x̃i:

θ?1 =
(
µ?1
σ2,?

1

)
= θ1, θ?2 =

(
µ?2
σ2,?

2

)
= θ2,

whereas for x = x̃j:

θ?1 =
(
µ?2
σ2,?

2

)
= θ2, θ?2 =

(
µ?1
σ2,?

1

)
= θ1,

contradicting the assumptions that θ1 6= θ2. A similar proof is possible for G > 2, where the
assumption σxi

6= σxj
(assuming again that σ1 is equal to the identity) implies for x = x̃i

that θ?g = θg for all components g = 1, . . . , G, whereas for x = x̃j at least one component
gi exists with θ?gi

= θgj
, where gj = σxj

(gi) 6= gi. Hence, θgi
= θgj

, which contradicts the
assumptions that θgi

6= θgj
. This implies that σx ≡ σ? for all covariate values x.

Therefore, the weight distribution η1(x), . . . , ηG(x) is identified up to relabelling the com-
ponents and identification depends on whether γg can be recovered from the correspond-
ing MNL model (22) given the design matrix X, constructed row-wise from the covariates
x̃i, i = 1, . . . , n. Standard conditions for identification in a MNL model apply, e.g. that
(X>X)−1 exists (McCullagh & Nelder, 1999). It is well-known that identification in a logit
and more generally in a MNL model fails under complete separation, see e.g. Heinze (2006).
Hence, a situation where a mixture of experts model is not generically identified occurs, if
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certain clusters do not share covariate values with other clusters, see Example 4.2 in Hennig
(2000) for illustration. A rather strong condition ensuring generic identifiability for this type
of models is an extended coverage condition (Hennig, 2000) requiring that the number of
clusters G is exceeded by the minimum number of distinct q-dimensional hyperplanes needed
to cover the covariate values (excluding the constant) for each cluster.

Similar arguments as above apply in general for simple mixtures of experts models of G
probability distributions,

yi ∼
G∑
g=1

ηg(x̃i)p(yi|θg). (24)

Provided that the parameters in the MNL model (22) are identified, it can be shown that
a mixture of experts model is generically identified, if the corresponding standard finite
mixture distribution is generically identified. In this case, any other mixture representation
(24) with parameters θ?g and η?g(x̃i) is identified up to (the same) label switching according to
a permutation σ for all possible values x̃i: θ?g = θσ(g) and η?g(x̃i) = ησ(g)(x̃i) for g = 1, . . . , G.

It follows that mixtures of experts of multivariate Gaussian distributions (as considered
in Section 2.2) and Poisson distributions, among many others, are generically identified,
provided that parameters in the MNL model (22) are identified. Since a standard finite
mixture model is that special case of a mixture of experts model where x̃i ≡ 1 is equal to
the intercept, special care must be exercised when the underlying standard finite mixture
distribution is generically unidentified, as might be the case when modelling discrete data. It
is interesting to note that including x̃i into the weight function ηg(x̃i) in mixtures of experts
models is possible for models where including x̃i in the component density p(yi|x̃i, θg) yields
a generically non-identified model, an example being the regressor x̃i = (1 di), where di is a
0/1 dummy variable, see Section 5.2.

The situation gets rather complex, when covariates x̃i (or subsets of these) are included
as regressors both in the outcome distribution p(yi|x̃i, θg) as well as in the weight distribution
ηg(x̃i). The presence of a covariate x̃i in ηg(x̃i) could introduce high discriminative power
among the groups and might lead to identification of mixture of regression models which are
not identified, if ηg is assumed to be independent of the covariates. To our knowledge, generic
identification for general mixtures of experts models has not been studied systematically and
would be an interesting venue for future research.

As it is, the only way to investigate, if the chosen mixture model suffers from identifiabil-
ity problems is to analyze the results obtained from fitting these models to the data carefully.
As the examples in Section 5.1 and 5.2 have shown, weird behaviour of the MCMC draws
in a Bayesian framework are often a sign of identifiability problems. On the other hand,
marginal posterior concentration around pronounced modes, verified for instance through
appropriate scatter plots of MCMC draws for the parameters of interest, indicates that
identification might not be an issue for that specific application.

6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has outlined the definition, estimation and application of ME models in a num-
ber of settings clearly demonstrating their utility as an analytical tool. Their demonstrated
use to cluster observations, and to appropriately capture heterogeneity in cross sectional
data, provides only a glimpse of their potential flexibility and utility in a wide range of
settings. The ability of ME models to jointly model response and concomitant variables pro-
vides deeper and more principled insight into the relations between such data in a mixture
model based analysis.
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On a cautionary note however, when an ME model is employed as an analytic tool,
care must be exercised in how and where covariates enter the ME model framework. The
interpretation of the analysis fundamentally depends on which of the suite of ME models is
invoked. Further, as outlined herein, the identifiability of an ME model must be carefully
considered; establishing identifiability for ME models is an outstanding, challenging problem.
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